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UNDERSTANDING THE BATTLE
The Enemy at Work
The enemy is the Devil who comes to steal, kill and destroy. In Australia, his objective is to
destroy the God-ordained Judaeo-Christian culture and bring his totalitarian government
upon the land. His strategy is as follows:
•

General Strategy: To create conflict and disorder by provoking, exploiting and
creating social contradictions; pitting class against class. (This is typical
Marxism – post Modernism is Marxism reinvented).

•

Specific Strategy in Australia: To create a Godless secular-humanist sect and bring it
into sharp conflict with those holding to the Judaeo-Christian position.

Satan’s progress to date: The secular-humanist forces are growing by 10% per annum; they
reached 30% in 2016 and are likely to have reached 40% in 2019. They are united around
fabrications like ‘evolution’, climate change’, ‘alternative gender’, ‘eroticism under the guise
of sexual preference’ and giving credence to indigenous culture. The public rhetoric is
already becoming totalitarian, e.g.
•

“We demand that Senator Anning returns funds he spent attending a conservative
(labelled ‘racist’ and ‘far right’) public meeting recently”. (Who is ‘we’?).

•

“Christian Schools must employ homosexual teachers and take homosexual and
transgender students or lose their public funding”. (Why – we pay our taxes?)

What We are Called to Defend
Ordered Life as defined by the Judaeo-Christian Culture is proven to be:
•

Inclusive, supportive and developmental for the individual throughout their life

•

Have the potential when combined with a Judaeo-Christian ethic, to maximise an
individual’s chance of achieving fulfilment and success in life

•

Superior to all other constructs in ensuring good citizenship and building a shared
economy.

How are we doing?
The Current SWOT analysis is as follows:
Strengths: Christians have established structures that could carry the battle forward.
Weaknesses: The number of people calling themselves Christians is declining by
over 2% per annum. The church is sectarian, uncertain as to what it believes (and

becoming more so), passive and stricken with syncretism – most Christians believe
that Godless evolution is true, and homosexuality and gender politics is totally
accepted in some quarters. Only a small portion of Christians are born again and
capable of a Spirit-led life which is our only resource to overcome the enemy (Matt.
16:18-19).
Opportunities: This is a spiritual battle and we have God on our side; greater is He
that is in us than he that is in the world.
Threats: The enemy’s approach is extremely subtle; most Christians do not
recognise it.
Required Responses
THE CALL: We need to come together as one fighting force. Christians in Australian number
twelve million; surely, we can raise one million that hold to a Biblical account of a JudaeoChristian culture. That will be more than enough to turn the tide.
UNITY: We need to define and agree on what we mean by a Judaeo-Christian culture, i.e.
think and speak the same thing (Phil.2:1-4). Lenin said: “If there had been a thousand men
in Petrograd that knew what they wanted to defend we (Communists) would not have
succeeded in taking the land”. Completing the Manifesto is crucial!
INTELLIGENCE: We need to understand how the enemy acts and learn how to recognise it
in the field. NB These are the same spirits operating that Joshua fought against and the sun
stood still (Joshua 10); the Holy Spirit called them the ‘persuasive voices. We need to create
an awareness amongst the brethren as to how these spirits operate.
STRATEGIES: We need to develop prayer groups across the country to seek specific
strategies from the Holy Spirit. The current battle is in the Private/Christian Schools; we need
to start there
ACTION: Our actions should be contrary to Marxist behaviour; they should be directed
towards resolving conflict and restoring order and peace to the land. We need to be
“wise as serpents and harmless as doves”. Action will be dependent on raising numbers;
individuals and small lobby groups cannot win this battle, they can only fight rear-guard
actions and the enemy is very adept at knowing how to keep us running around in circles.

Ephesians 6:11-18
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